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MOVIES!
You can’t go wrong with 3 Idiots or 
Zindagi Na Milegi Dobara. 

MOTIA NIGHT BLOOMING JASMINE CANDLE 
$30, shopkishmish.com
Jasmine is the most transporting of all scents 
for me—my mind immediately takes me back 
to weddings in India.

PICHULIK CURVED BALL EARRINGS, $50 
int.pichulik.com
I live in my black and gold rope earrings from 
Pichulik in Cape Town. I have a few of their 
rope necklaces and bracelets too.

“Always talk to strangers. Well, within reason,” says travel 
journalist Sarah Khan. “I like understanding what makes people 
tick and finding unexpected connections, similarities, and shared 
interests even across vastly different backgrounds.” The self-
proclaimed encyclopedia of useless ’90s Bollywood trivia and 
ardent cheeseburger enthusiast is also the co-founder of 
Travel Is Better in Color, a platform to celebrate diverse voices 
in travel journalism.” Follow Sarah @bysarahkhan and
@travelisbetterincolor

S A R A H  K H A N

FLOWER STYLE EYES LIQUID EYELINER, $9
flowerbeauty.com
Black liquid eyeliner has been a staple of my 
makeup regimen since I was 15—I feel like my 
face isn’t the same without it.

BACK TO YOUR ROOTS SCALP + HAIR 
PREWASH, $38, shazandkiks.com 
I have really thick curly hair, and I love 
experimenting with different brands to see 
how my curls respond.

REESE’S PEANUT BUT TER CUPS, $1, Target 
I’ve subsisted almost entirely on Reese’s 
during the pandemic.

STAY ALL DAY LIQUID LIPSTICK IN BESO 
$22, stilacosmetics.com
I read a few years ago that Beso is Alexandria 
Ocasio-Cortez’s go-to red lip color and bought 
it immediately. It’s just a beautiful deep red 
that looks great on brown skin tones.

MARIANELLA HYDRATING HAND 
SANITIZER GEL, $16, marianella.co
When everyone suddenly jumped on the 
hygiene bandwagon, I heard this luxury soap 
company had sanitizer in stock. I paid way 
more than I felt was justifiable on a few 
bottles—but I’ve become a repeat customer.

ELEMIS ABSOLUTE EYE SERUM, $50
us.elemis.com
This serum is the only thing that seems to help 
with my dark circles.

SOLE SISTERS SANDALS, $40 
special order at thesolesisters@gmail.com
In the summer, you can find me in these 
colorful sandals from Mumbai.

“I’m naturally inquisitive 
and I love connecting with 

people, so it’s a blessing 
I’m a journalist.”
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